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After publication of this work [1], we noted that we
inadvertently failed to include the complete list of all
co-authors. The full list of authors has now been up-
dated. The Authors' contributions and Competing
interests section modified accordingly. We are publishing
this erratum to update the author list, which is as
follows:
Vittorio Branchi, Philipp Lingohr, Winfried A Willinek,
Edwin Bölke, Alexander Semaan, Hui Zhou, Glen
Kristiansen, Günter Klöppel, Jörg C Kalff, Nico Schäfer
and Hanno MatthaeiCompeting interests
The authors declare that they have no competing interests.Author’s contributions
VB: Mainly conceived of the case report, participated in its design and
coordination and helped significantly to draft the manuscript. PL: Participated
in the clinical design of the manuscript and coordination and helped to draft
the manuscript. WAW: Performed radiologic assessments and provided high
quality imaging material for the publication, helped to draft the manuscript.
EB: Participated in its design and coordination and significantly helped to
draft the manuscript. AS: Participated in its design and coordination and
significantly helped to draft the manuscript. HZ: Performed histopathologic
review and provided pathologic imaging material for the publication including
molecular studies, helped to draft the manuscript. GKristiansen: Performed
histopathologic review and provided pathologic imaging material for the
publication including molecular studies, helped to draft the manuscript.
GKlöppel: Performed histopathologic review and provided pathologic imaging
material for the publication, helped to draft the manuscript. JCK: Conceived
of the case report, participated its design and coordination and helped
to draft the manuscript. NS: Conceived and co-supervised the case report,
participated in its design and coordination and helped to draft the
manuscript. HM: Conceived and supervised the case report, participated in
its design and coordination and helped to draft the manuscript. All authors
read and approved the final manuscript.* Correspondence: hanno.matthaei@ukb.uni-bonn.de
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